
KOSMOSSPORTobjectives for this season?
JA: The main objective for me this 

season as a team was to be challenging for 
honours at the end of the season, be-
cause that’s what the club was built on, a 
winning mentality. Individually, my goals 
at the start of the season were simple, 
every day be the best I can be at training 
and constantly look to improve my game. 
Playing games as a young player is obvi-
ously important, but for me, the game at 
the end of the week is just a consequence 
of the work that’s done during the week. 
So playing games is an added bonus to my 
development during the week. 

OK: What have been your main 
highlights thus far in your Hyundai 
A-League career?

JA: Making my debut at 18 in 2014 
against Melbourne City was my greatest 
highlight to date. Alongside that, being 
able to play in a Finals Series for the first 
time as a 20-year-old was a huge highlight 
of mine and something that was a fantas-
tic experience. Also, being nominated for 
Young Player of the Year in 2016/17 was 
a huge honour and a nice reward for the 
hard work that has been put in. 

OK: What’s the difference between 
playing in the Hyundai A-League and 
the AFC Asian Champions League?

JA: I think the main difference 

between playing in the A-League and the 
Asian Champions League is purely the 
clinical edge that the Asian clubs have of 
punishing you for every mistake. There 
is such little margin for error and a lack in 
tactical concentration or a bad pass can 
lead to a goal for the opposition and this 
can decide the game. I don’t feel the game 
in Australia is very far off the standard in 
Asia that is shown in some really positive 
results in recent seasons. With the quality 
of players such as Hulk, Oscar and Tevez, 
these clubs have a level of player, which 
can rarely be stopped since they are of 
such high quality. 

OK: At 21, you still have the world 
at your feet, do you have aspirations of 
playing abroad?

JA: I do. From when I was younger, 
watching European football, playing in 
Europe has always been an ambition of 
mine and to play at the highest level is 
something that I crave. I’m very con-
scious of not going overseas too early, 
so I need to be constantly improving my 
game on the training field and playing 
regularly in the A-League.  

I have been lucky 
enough to go to Greece 

a few times and 
every time I go back, I 

appreciate my heritage 
more and more

OK) You had a successful this season, winning the 
Premiership and NPL Finals Series, your thoughts on 
what was a great 2016 year with Sydney United 58

PT) This year was very successful for the club, winning 3 
trophies. From the start we set out to be 
successful, but no one expected us to 
win the league by nine points. Most 
importantly we were able to play good 
football and enjoy every minute of it. 
The only disappointment was losing the 
grand final to Blacktown City, but we 
can proud of what we achieved.  
OK) Standout moment in 2016?

PT) The standout for the year was 
being able to win trophies playing with 
your best mates. Players like Panny Nikas, 
Nick Stavroulakis, Yianni Fragogiannis, 
Theo Kofinas and Thomas Manos made 
this season more enjoyable, and lifting 
trophies with them is something we will 
all look back on in the years to come. 
OK) Your time at the club has 
come to an end, how was your 
journey with Sydney United 58?

PT) I’m very proud of my time at 
Sydney united. I was fortunate to be able to make lifelong friends, 
while being successful on the park. At this level, the most 
important thing is to be able to enjoy your football, and we 
certainly did that last year. It’s a chapter I will be able to look 
back on in the future and have great memories of my time at 
the club. 

 OK) You have since made the move to the Marconi 

Stallions, what were your reasons for this move?
PT) Marconi is a very big club, and don’t deserve to be playing 

in the second division. It’s a great challenge to get Marconi back 
to where they should be.  They approached me to be a key 

element of the upcoming season, and it’s 
a great challenge that I’m very excited to 
be a part of. 

 OK) You’ve been able to sign a 
few decent players as well, what 
are your objectives for 2017?

PT) Definitely to get the club promoted. 
That is the number one target. It’s a big 
task and having signed Michael Beauchamp, 
Nenad Vekic and Richie Darko, we are 
aiming to be successful. Also targeting a 
cup run, and would be nice to be able to 
face Sydney United 58 in the Westfield 
FFA or Waratah Cup, but the most important 
is the league form. 

 OK) During your time at Sydney 
FC, you were taken under the 
guidance of one Alessandro Del 
Piero, talk us through that experience?

PT) Alessandro Del Piero is one of the 
greatest players of the last 20 years, and 

to have the opportunity to play alongside him is an experience 
I will never forget. It’s the little pieces of advice, and the example 
that he sets on the pitch that taught us all so much. 

 OK) Finally a message to all the Greeks and Greek 
Australians living here for Christmas and New Years

PT) Just want to wish everyone a safe and joyous Christmas 
and a Happy New Year.
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